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Abstract----Classical and quantum dynamics of superradiance in macroscopic samples of active 
media is discussed. Along with the usual convective instability, the absolute instability is analyzed 
as the basis of the superradiance phenomenon. Various regimes of superradiance in a conducting 
inverted two-level medium immersed in the plasma under and out of the condition of plasma-dipole 
resonance are described and compared. It is shown that the absolute instability of long-wavelength 
high-frequency polarization waves results in the pulsed generation of strong nonradiating electric 
fields. 
The remarkable phenomenon of macroscopic manifestation of quantum fluctuations in the observ- 
able parametem of superradiance is described. A general method of the quantization of unstable 
normal modes in the systems of coupled partial modes with opposite-sign energies is developed. 
Delay-time statistics of the superradiance pulse is examined in detail. 
New experiments for the observation of the outlined effects in the nonequilibrium activated semi- 
conductors and partially ionized gases, e.g., in impulsive discharge, in the infrared range are proposed 
and appropriate estimates are provided. 
Keywords--Superradiance, Quantum optics, Plasma lasers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we give a comparative analysis of classical and quantum electrodynamics 
of the absolute and convective instability processes in active systems. The question concerns a
macroscopic system which has been driven to an unstable quilibrium state. It is the instability 
process initiated by internal microscopic fluctuations that leads to a subsequent decay of the 
unstable state and an amplification of quantum fluctuations up to the macroscopic level. The 
ensemble of such experiments starting from physically identical initial conditions displays large 
fluctuations. The variances of observables are of the same orders of magnitude as their mean 
values. The principal feature is the impossibility to predict he result of an individual experiment 
which manifests at the macroscopic level. There are a lot of such processes [1]. First of all, 
nonequilibrium phase transitions in lasers, ferromagnets, ferroelectrics, etc. In this paper, we 
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treat the analogous example from electrodynamics, namely, the optical superradiance in the 
combined system of inverted two-level medium and electron plasma. 
This system exhibits essentially different regimes depending on the condition of plasma-dipole 
resonance. Far from the resonance, it looks like a simple conducting two-level medium with the 
usual convective optical instability resulting in the short pulses of propagating electromagnetic 
radiation. Under the condition of plasma-dipole resonance, the absolute instability of long- 
wavelength optical-frequency polarization waves develops, resulting in the collective spontaneous 
generation of nonpropagating electric fields, both transverse and longitudinal. Both regimes 
demonstrate similar macroscopic quantum fluctuations of the delay time, polarization, amplitude, 
profile, and other parameters of the generated coherent pulses. 
Quantum macroscopic effects originate from the coherent additions of microscopic interactions 
in a many-body system of electrons, photons, ions, etc. Such is the origin of a macroscopic current 
of Cooper electron pairs in superconductors, for example. The effects of quantum behaviour of 
macroscopic degrees of freedom form the particular class. It involves the zero-point motion of 
the crystal as a whole and the zero-point current of the circuit, for instance. There is no doubt 
theoretically, that the laws of quantum mechanics are the same for micro- and macro-degrees 
of freedom [2]. The direct experiments on macroscopic quantum tunneling involving Josephson 
junction confirm this assertion [3]. 
The choice of unstable macro-systems for investigating macroscopic quantum phenomena is
not accidental. Quantum fluctuations in stable systems exist, but are tiny and nonobservable. 
Moreover, the evolution of stable systems is usually close to the evolution of linear harmohic 
oscillators, for which quantum dynamics of mean variables, as well as of its higher moments, 
coincide with the classical one [4]. 
It is natural to describe the quantum fluctuations of unstable systems by direct quantization 
of macroscopic collective variables proceeding from its classical equations. To derive quantum 
properties of every macroscopic many-body system in a framework of microscopic quantum elec- 
trodynamics (QED) of interacting vacuum modes and particles is a complicated problem. As 
a rule, the solutions require simplifying assumptions which may be obstacles afterwards for ap- 
plications. In this paper, we illustrate the approach of macroscopic quantum electrodynamics 
to the theory of processes pointed out on the superradiance example. It is essential that well- 
known conceptions ofclassical electrodynamics of continuous media are used in macroscopic QED 
naturally [5,6]. 
In comparison with a well-known superradiance (superfluorescence), we analyze collective spon- 
taneous generation of nonpropagating (nonradiating) fields, both transverse and longitudinal. In 
spite of the resonance with a two-level transition at optical frequency w0, they have long wave- 
lengths as compared with the vacuum value 21rc/wo because of the specific dielectric dispersion 
of an active medium. The corresponding waves, known as polarization modes, cannot escape a 
sample effectively, as usual electromagnetic waves do. 
This is the reason for the self-excitation of a quasi-homogeneous high-frequency (optical) elec- 
tric field in an active sample even without resonator. Such a field is created by high-frequency 
dipole oscillators, e.g., molecular ones, and displays pontaneous growth, like superradiance, if 
oscillators are prepared by pump pulse in an unstable (inverted) state and their density is high 
enough [1,7-12]. 
We consider a system of two-level inverted oscillators (atoms) with a high initial density of 
population difference AN = N2 - N1, and a plasma with an electron density Ne, immersed in 
a "background" medium with dielectric permittivity e0 and ohmic conductivity a. The latter 
includes plasma ohmic losses as well. Optical field confinement will be accomplished at the 
plasma-dipole r sonance 
47r Nee 2 
(a) 0 ~__ ~)Leo  I /2 ,  OJ L ~_ _ _  
m 
Here, e and m denote the charge and the mass of a free electron. 
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2. ELECTRODYNAMICS OF SUPERRADIANCE 
We start with classical electrodynamics of superradiance in an active volume V filled with 
NV two-level molecules, NV = fv  N(r)dSr, inverted by a short pump pulse at the initial 
moment -- 0. The stored energy hw0NV will be emitted spontaneously on the molecular 
transition with optical frequency w0, dipole moment d, and homogeneous broadening T2 -1. For 
molecular density, N, being large enough, the powerful coherent pulse is radiated within short 
duration v and delay td : T << td << T2 _~ T1 (Figure 1). Such a superradiance differs substan- 
tially from an incoherent spontaneous emission of isolated molecules, as well as from a quasi- 
stationary superluminescence, i. ., an amplified spontaneous emission. In a point sample, the 
length of which is L << A = 21rc/wo, the superradiance growth rate (r -1 .,~ NV/T1) and power 
(QsR '~ Qspont/~rV) are NV >> 1 times greater than that of the incoherent spontaneous emission 
T~ -1 = 4d2w3/3I~ 3 and Qspont = NVhwo/T1. Superradiance was proposed by Dicke [7] in 1954 
and has been observed in optics [8] in 1973. 
I I 
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Figure 1. Superradiance of the active sample. 
One can say that superradiance arises due to the build-up correlation between molecular dipoles 
which tend to radiate coherently as united macroscopic dipole. However, to comprehend the 
nature of collective molecular behaviour, it is necessary to analyze mechanisms of instability 
and quantum fluctuations of collective degrees of freedom of field and polarization in the active 
medium. It is the way of classical electrodynamics and macroscopic QED [1]. 
Classical electrodynamics of superradiance starts with the Maxwell equations for electric £ and 
magnetic B fields in the medium 
--C-I•B C-10 (£ + 4~r:P) 
rot £ = ~ ,  rot B = O~ + 47rcrc-IE, (1) 
and with material equations for average polarization P per unit volume. The ohmic conductivity a 
of the "background" medium is taken into account in (1). The polarization of two-level medium 
is described by the oscillator equation [9] 
~2p 2T~- 1~p Wc 2£ 2 
Or-- T + ~ + (W~ + T2 -2) ~ = 47r' wc = 
-8n-d 2 A Nwo 
h 
(2) 
The "cooperative frequency" wc depends on population difference A N = N2 - N1 (per unit 
89. volume) governed by the action of field £ on the current -~T" 
0A N 2h-lWo1£aP 
~t -- at (3) 
The properties of plane waves £ = (1 /2)Eexp( - iwt  + ikr)+ c.c. are determined by the per- 
mittivity e(w, r) ~ 1 ÷ i47ra/w- w2c(r)/2wo(w- wo + i/T2), according to equations (1) and (2) in 
the resonance approximation w ~ w0. Such an approach fixes the dispersion w(k) = w' + iw" of 
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transverse normal waves, i.e., photons in the medium: wag = c2k 2. They are known as polar±tons 
in solid state physics, and are the real collective xcitations which determine the local evolution 
of field and polarization in the medium. In the two-level model, the polar±ton spectrum consists 
of two branches [10] 
1 [ck -wo+i (T21-2~ra) ]{ l± i l+  w~,p = Wo - iT~'l + -2 w~ } ,  (4) 
[ok - w0 + i (T~ -~ - 2~.)]2 
known as electromagnetic and polarization waves. Their energies in the inverted medium (w 2 < 0, 
A N > 0) have opposite signs: wp <_ 0 < we. The energy density w, and the power loss Q, of linear 
waves are deduced from the energy balance law of the system (1),(2) in which A N = const [10] 
0w c 
0-7 = -Q  - ~ div [£, B], 
- 8 - - -7 -  + w-~ -~ + w°~ + pa , Q = w~2 -~ + oc:. 
The perpetual problem, as usual, is to distinguish between energy and loss in classical elec- 
trodynamics of dispersive media [6]. Using equations (1),(2) and A N = const in the Lagrangian 
form with the Rayleigh dissipative function, we can verify the correctness of the division (5) 
in the two-level model. Let us consider a homogeneous (k = Re k) linear polarized wave 
P = Px(t )s in(kr )  [[ ~ = c- lk-2[k,13]s in(kr) ,  B = B±(t)cos(kr).  This is enough if a spa- 
tial flow of the energy is not interesting. Introducing the Lagrangian (L) and Rayleigh ((I)) 
functions, we obtain equations for amplitudes Pz, B±: 
d OL OL a¢  d OL OL 0¢  
dt OF± O--Pi = - O--~' dt O& OB--T = - OS---~' (~) 
L = &~/c2ka - BI  + _ p±~ _ wg + P2 + c---Z--' 
87r w~ 
a 1~ 2 41r _. 2 (7) 
¢= 2c--~-~k2 ± + .--:~TF. COc~2 
(the dot denotes ~t)" They lead to the well-known relations H -- IJ±OL/O]5± + ]~±OL/c9]~± - L 
and da~ = -2(I), which prove the "truthfulness" of energy and loss formulas (5): w = H, Q = 2(I). 
Only one of the two normal waves is unstable. For strong dissipation, when 2~ra > T~ I, 
it is the polarization wave the negative energy of which becomes more negative due to field 
dissipation (Qp > 0). This means that the wave amplitude increases with the rate [10] w~' = 
-Qp/2wp > 0, and the dissipative instability occurs. When 2rra < T2 -I, the maser instability 
" -Qe/2We > 0, because of its positive energy and of the electromagnetic wave is realized: w e -- 
negative loss (Qe < 0). In the limit of zero relaxation and dissipation Q = 0, the normal waves 
" = -Q/2w"  = 0. They grow due to energy with growth rates we, p ~ 0 are waves of zero energy: w 
exchange between partial oscillations of polarization and field. Such a dynamical "swinging" of 
two subsystems which have opposite signs of energies i  a limiting case of a dissipative instability. 
In both cases, an instability arises due to an interaction between dynamical and/or dissipative 
systems which have opposite signs of energies. 
Classical-electrodynamics' treatment of superradiance problem intends to solve the Maxwell- 
Bloch equations (1)-(3), subject to appropriate boundary and fluctuating initial conditions in 
the active sample (Figure 1) [1,11]. At the linear stage A N = N, the superradiance problem can 
be reduced to equation (ew2/c a - V x V x)E(w, r) = C(r) for the temporal Laplace-transformed 
complex amplitude of the field. This equation without RHS (C = 0) has a set of intrinsic 
solutions Era(r) which satisfy the outgoing emission condition. These are the natural modes with 
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discrete complex spectrum Wm= win +" " ~wm. An initial condition C ~ 0 fixes the solution inside a 
sample in the form of the sum of natural modes ~-~m am(w)E,n(r) with definite amplitudes am(w). 
The field outside the sample is determined by their emission from the sample surface So. In the 
presence of incident external radiation, the solution includes waves with continuous spectrum 
transmitted through the sample. 
There are two types of natural modes: positive-energy (m, e)-modes and negative-energy 
(m,p)-modes [1,10,11]. Their properties are analogous to those of electromagnetic and polar- 
ization waves in an unbounded medium. The dissipation due to emission through the sample 
boundaries i added to a only. For a quasi-one-dimensional cylindrical sample of finite length L 
and of small cross area S < AL, this dissipation i cludes diffraction through sides adif "~ cA/67rS 
and radiation through ends of a sample O'rad ---- (c/47rL)In R -1, determined by a reflection fac- 
tor R. 
(a) Geometry of the light 
propagation. 
• ¢, 
{0  
• • m,p  0%.._ _..**, 
(b) Discrete spectrum ofthe 
natural modes. 
Figure 2. Model of unidirectional superradiance in an active ring with feedback. 
The instability dynamics of natural modes and normal waves, as well as resulting superradiance 
have been analyzed for some models: unidirectional superradiance in the active ring (Figure 2), 
superradiance of counter-propagating waves in the one-dimensional l yer, superradiance in the 
sphere, etc., [1,11]. The former is the simplest, and is described by the following reduced Maxwell- 
Bloch equations (1)-(3) for slowly varying inversion A N, and complex field E and polarization P 
amplitudes of linear polarized waves o¢ exp(-iwot + iwoz/c): 
[ c9_~ -{-c ~---~ T 2~r (a °cordif )] E = 27riwoP, 
[ 0_ .1~ iW2c OAN (E'P) (8) 
+ ~22 P= E, - -= Im 8~rw0 & h 
Setting P = -idNsin ¢, AN = Ncos ¢, E = (h/d)~-~t, in the limit of vanishing relaxa- 
tion T2 1 --- 0, one obtaines the sine-Gordon equation for the Bloch angle ¢ -- Re ¢: 
+ ~z q- 27r (a -{- adif) -~ ---- ~ nc sin ¢, nc ---- Iwc[t=0. (9) 
In the absence of dissipation, it possesses Hamiltonian ~/ = 1/2(~) 2+ (1/4)ft2c(COS ¢ - 1) 
with a canonical coordinate ¢ and momentum Ir = ~ + (c/2)~ z . If there is no feedback, this 
model describes an instability existing within the whole spectral interval up to the resonance: 
Ick - w01 < fie. Its analysis confirms the conclusion above about the origin of instability due 
to interaction between partial waves of opposite signs of energies. Here we have 7~ = [(~z) 2 - 
(ftc¢)2]/8 < 0 for (¢ # 0, Ir = 0)-wave and 7~ = (1/2)r 2 > 0 for (¢ = 0, r ¢ 0)-wave. According 
to equation (9), unidirectional superradiance of waves with a continuous spectrum is realized. 
Its linear asymptotics gives ¢ oc exp ( f tcx /~) .  A feedback R ~ 0 selects natural modes with a 
discrete spectrum and suppresses other components of radiation. Neglecting a retardation i the 
short ring L~c/c << InR -1, In -I ¢t=o, i.e., ignoring the decay electromagnetic modes, we have the 
complex spectrum 
• t l  
~P (10) wm,p = w• + (1 +41rim/lnR-1) ' 
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where wp" = ~/8~rarad, m = 0, + l , . . .  , (Figure 2, cf., (4)). In this case, superradiance is the 
dissipative instability of negative-energy (m, p)-modes caused by the radiation dissipation arad. 
A link between superradiance and dissipative instability takes place for a three-dimensional 
sample as well. In the case of vanishing local losses Q, for example, it is the positive-energy 
flow ~rad = (c/47r)fSo [g' B]ds > 0 through the boundary So, which causes the decrease of 
negative nergy W -- fv  wd3r < 0 and gives rise to a dissipative instability with the growth rate 
(M'! ---- --(~"~rad -~- fV  Qd3r) /2W > 0, calculated according to equation (5) as per w" dW = (T) /2W.  
The energy stored in the active sample is emitted as superradiance of discrete-spectrum 
modes [1] if a reflection factor, or a feedback, is greater than a critical one: R > Rcr 
(M/_NV) 1/a << 1. Here M represents the number of natural modes of instability the growth 
rates of which are close to maximum one. Otherwise, discrete modes have no time for standing 
out and superradiance occurs in the regime analogous to superradiance of continuous-spectrum 
waves whenever R ~ 0. 
Dicke's original concept of superradiance as an aperiodic ollective spontaneous relaxation of 
excited molecules with emission of the whole energy stored in the sample corresponds most closely 
to a single-pulse superradiance r gime produced by the dissipative instability of polarization waves 
or modes. With decreasing dissipation, 27r(a+adif +arad ) < T2 --1, this instability is replaced by its 
limiting variant, i.e., by an instability due to an interaction between two dynamical subsystems, 
for example, partial oscillators of polarization and field, which have opposite signs of energies. 
More detailed classical electrodynamics treatment of superradiance is outlined in [1,11]. 
Now we are ready to consider electrodynamics of an active plasma-dipole medium. We start 
with a dispersion analysis. 
The self-consistent transverse oscillations of electromagnetic f eld and polarization, and the 
longitudinal ones are described by the dispersion equations [1] 
cUk 2 = w~e(w) and e(w) = 0, (11) 
the dielectric function being complex: 
e(w) = eo + i41r__~a w 2 + w~ (12) 
O.J W 2 [(03 _t_ iT2-1) 2 _ 022] " 
Two-level oscillators with high-frequency dipole moment d are characterized by an incoherent 
relaxation rate T2--i, and the so-called cooperative frequency wc: 
2 -87rd2wo AN 
LO c ~- h (13) 
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all dipoles have the same direction, and ignore the 
factor 1/3 originated in (13) in the case of random orientation [i]. 
Besides the electromagnetic mode we(k), there is another transverse mode wp(k), named the 
polarization one. In the vicinity of the transition frequency w0, we find the following dependence 
from a wave number k: 
i [~o~i~ (c2k ~. + ~)~12 _ 2~ra~o~)] we,p(k) - wo ~ - iT{  1 + ~ - wo + i (Ta "-1 [ { " -2~' /21 (i4) 
1/2 .  Under the condition of plasma-dipole resonance, the long-wavelength waves k << woe o /c are 
in resonance with the active oscillators, and le(we,p)l << 1. Hence, there is no high-frequency 
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magnetic field, as it is replaced by plasma oscillations which possess the same energy. The last 
statement is proved below by the energy balance (23). 
The situation is trivial far from the plasma-dipole r sonance. 
• 1/2 plasma oscillations are powerless and cannot change usual lasing or super- For w0 >> WLt 0 , 
radiant emission at k ~- woe~/2/c [1,12]• 
For w0 <~<~ WLe 1/2, the superradiant instability of two-level dipoles is suppressed by electron 
plasma screening (for example, concerning modes of an active spherical sample in a nontranspar- 
ent medium that prevents uperradiance, see references in [1])• 
As for the longitudinal modes wll(k), these do not depend on wave number in the absence 
of plasma dispersion, assumed in our model of cold plasma. Near the plasma-dipole r sonance, 
there are two longitudinal polarization modes wll = we,p(k -- 0). These are the self-consistent 
oscillations of active HF dipoles and free electrons in the absence of magnetic field, which are 
very similar to the long transverse modes at frequency Re w - w ~ -~ w0. 
Growth rate,(o"/ 
P I 
Wive number, 
Growth rate,m" 
~O~XO 
s S 
• T;' 
(o~ longitudinal 
0 
Wave num b~.~b 
kc@ 
The main statement is the possibility of the absolute (nonconvective) instability of these modes 
for small enough wave numbers k, even if there are not any reflections. The necessary condition 
is Imwll --= wi( > 0 (Figure 3) and looks like the usual lasing threshold 
• f l /2 81ra < -w2T2, if WL = ~0c0 • (15) 
The maximum growth rate is 
1 -1 max w" = ~1 [_wc2% 1 -I- (2~aeo 1 -  T~-1)2] 1/2 - lraeo I - ~ T~ . (16) 
It is reached at the resonance frequency w' = (w~ + 72-2) 1/2. According to (14), the instability 
develops with a growth rate of the order of the maximum value (16) in the narrow bands of 
frequencies and wave numbers; in particular, for 21ra >> eoT~ "z 
(c2k + <,,I,) ' /2  - <,.,o 
<_ eo I (-w~ + 47ria2) 11"~ (-w2cT2 - 81ra) 1/2 (-w~T2 + 81ra) -112 . (17) 
(a)  (b)  
Growth rate, o)" i 
I 
. - . . . . .  . -~  Ionj.l~dinal 
~p 
s "S .I ~.nsverse  
~- T i lo  " 
-[2o~O~crO~to~1] m Wave number, 
kc ~ 
(c) 
Figure 3. The growth rates w" = Imw (see equation (14)) of unstable polarization 
modes at the frequency of two-level dipole transition w ' = Rew ___ wo, in conducting 
inverted medium with background permitt iv ity e0 ~- 1. The curves are plotted for 
the ohmic losses <r = Iwcl/s~, the cooperative frequency I~cl = 10-*~o, and the 
incoherent relaxation rate T2 -1 = 10-3c~0 . The plasma frequency is (a) wL = 0.gwo; 
(b) w/, = 1.0wo; (c) wl, = 1.1w0. Negative wave numbers k < 0 are unphysicaJ. The 
plasma dispersion is ignored. 
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Therefore, instead of the usual amplification of HF fields with short (optical) wavelengths, we 
have the growth of HF fields with long wavelengths only. 
The ohmic losses may be intensive in plasma presence, but the instability still exists for 21ra > 
coT21 and even for 2~ra > elo/2~c/2 . The reason is the negative nergy of polarization modes 
which turn out to be dissipatively unstable due to the positive ohmic losses [1]. We show that at 
the linear stage, the convective drift of a polarization wave packet is compensated byits dispersive 
spreading and nonuniform amplification. 
The instability will be pronounced, if maxw" > T2 -'1 and the resonance condition (16) is 
fulfilled. Under this circumstances, the plasma can easily change the dynamics of the inverted 
medium. This is hardly possible out of the plasma-dipole r sonance. Notice also, that the effect 
exists only for electric dipole transitions in an active medium, and not for magnetic or higher 
electric multipole transitions, as there is no magnetic field and gradient of electric field in the 
case of a quasi-homogeneous electric field. 
For the sake of simplicity, we ignore the electron plasma nonlinearity, but take into account 
the dipole one. The latter is connected with the change of inversion AN(t ) ,  according to optical 
Bloch equations. The Maxwell equations without magnetic field give the generalized Ohm's law, 
e0dE 41rdP 
d--'F + 4raE + 47rJ + dt - O, (18) 
with the electron plasma current J, and the oscillator polarization current dP The former obeys 3Y' 
Newton's equations for free electrons (using the hydrodynamic approach) 
dJ _ [eiNedv _ e2m_l  N~E ' (19) 
dt - dt 
the latter is described by Bloch equations (in the case of homogeneous broadening) [1] 
d2P 2T2 -1 dP 
dt 2 + d----~ + (w~ + T2 2) P = (4~r)-lw2E, (20) 
dAN 2 (]~w0) -1 EdP  (21) 
dt = -T~-I  ( A N-  A Np) + dt 
Here, T1-1 is the relaxation rate of inversion. Equations (20),(21) give the well-known law of 
length-decreasing of the Bloch vector 
[ (")1 /") d A N2d 2 -{- p2 + Wo 2 -~ = -4T21wo 2 -~ - 2Tl lA  N (A N - A Np) d 2. (22) dt 
Together with equations (18),(19), they also give the mutual balance for density of energy of 
molecular dipoles, electric field, and oscillations of free electrons Nemv2/2  
d [hw0_~N eoE 2 (~odE/dt+47rdP/dt+47raE) 2 ] dt 8r t j =-aE2-2T~'Yhwo (AN-ANp) .  (23) 
If we take into account he stationary pumping A Np > 0, and the finite relaxation rate of 
inversion T1-1 ~ 0, we find the steady monochromatic solution 
1 {E, P} exp (-iwt) + c.c. (24) 
2 
at the resonance frequency w = (w 2 + T~-2) t/2 -~ WLeo 1/2. The self-consistent inversion A Nst, 
and complex amplitudes of polarization Psi, and field Est are as follows: 
ANst  = ha T2wod2, Psi = - iEs ta  (w~ + T2 -2)-1/2 , (25) 
IE <I = (AN,  - A g,, i) #i (Wo 2 -I.- T~-2) '12 
aT1 (26) 
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This steady-state solution labeled by the index "st" corresponds to the zero growth rate (16) 
w" = 0, i.e., w~ = -81raT2 I, and is very similar to the steady single-mode lasing in the mean 
field approach. More precisely, there are two differences in physics. 
(i) For the quasi-homogeneous field, the mean field approach is quite natural and accurate, 
whereas for the field within a laser resonator, it is the rude approximation. 
(ii) In the case of absolute dissipative instability under the condition of plasma-dipole r so- 
nance, the pumping energy transforms into the thermal heating only, whereas in the usual 
case of lasing, the main channel of pumping transformation is the electromagnetic energy 
flow from a resonator into the ambient space. 
In what follows, we are interested in nonstationary quasi-monochromatic solutions with short 
duration ~ << TI, which possess high growth rates Imw - w" _> T2 -I (see equation (24)), and give 
strong quasi-homogeneous fields, a current pumping being unimportant. Therefore, we ignore 
the pumping and the relaxation term in equation (21), and consider the problem with initial 
inversion A N(r, t = 0) = A No, and initial amplitudes offield E(r, t = 0) = E0, and polarization 
1/2 P(r , t  = 0) = Po, which are smooth over the range of optical wavelength 27rc/% wo. Under the 
plasma-dipole r sonance condition, we reduce quations (18)-(21) to the cut-off orm for complex 
amplitudes of fields oc exp (-iwot): 
dE --~ + 21ra%1E = i2~rwoeol P, 
It) -~  + T~Ip = - i  ANE,  
~ e 
dAN = Im (PE*) 
dt h 
(27) 
(26) 
(29) 
Figure 4. A typical oscillogram of quasi-homogeneous field E = E(t), in the case of 
dissipative instability 2~ra >> e0T2 -'1. The growth rate w" ~ -wc2/81ra >~ T2 "1, the 
delay time tdelay --~ (1/~ tt) ln(Em/Eo), the ohmic losses a ~ Iwclel/2/Slr, and the 
maximum amplitude Em ~ (21reol/~o A No) 1/2. 
Equations (27)-(29) are well known in the theory of single-mode lasing and superradiance [12], 
but describe the novel physical situation here. There is the general solution of these quations [1]; 
a typical oscillogram is pictured in Figure 4. We omit the mathematical details, and use the 
dispersion relations (14),(16) and the conservation laws (22),(23) to estimate the parameters of
transient electric fields. 
In the ordinary case of high relaxation rate T2 -1 > Iwcleo 1/2, the Bloch equations are reduced 
to the rate ones, widely used in laser physics, and one ensures that the density of energy of a 
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quasi-homogeneous field rises from a spontaneous initial value eoE~/81r, up to the initial energy 
density of oscillators hw0A No~2, 
e0E 2 .~ hwoA No 
-- if 8rra << -tvc2T2. (30) 
87r 2 ' 
However, the last inequality is hardly realized in a dense plasma in the case T2 --1 > [Wcleo 1/2, 
as it means that the ohmic losses have to be extremely weak 8~ra << IWcle~/2, according to (30). 
o T ; , ,  ~"~o) /4 , ,  o~,~(o~,~,~ ,, 
Ohml: losses 
Figure 5. The maximum field amplitude Era, as the function of ohmic losses 
a(27raeo I << wo ~-- WLe01/2). A No is the initial density of inverted two-level atoms 
with transition dipole moment d; wc(O) = (-87rd2woh -1A  No) 1/2 is the initial coop- 
erative frequency. 
1/2 87ra >_ Wc e o >_coT21 ~ Em ~- - -  
In this case, the upper limit of the field decreases 
Em <_ (27reo1~m;oA No) U2 
(Figure 5), and such a field exists during the short period 
1 1 
w" - (-w2c/87ra- T21) ' 
A more real situation under the condition of plasma-dipole r sonance is the following: 
dA Nowo 
(7 
(31) 
(32) 
(33) 
that tends to the maximum possible duration of the order of T2/2 for ohmic losses a ..~ -w2T2/ 
1/2 247r > [wcle 0 /8~r. The major part of internal energy of inverted two-level oscillators transforms 
into electron heating. It is the high ohmic losses which are responsible for the temporal profile 
(Figure 4) of the quasi-homogeneous field generated in the effective coherent process of absolute 
instability, provided that T2 -1 << [wcle~/2. 
If one maintains the latter inequality and reduces the ohmic losses in plasma up to a very low 
level 8ra _< [Wc[e~/2, one finds the nonlinear stage of instability to be like the optical nutation 
with frequency ,.~ Iwc[e~/2/2 and the damping rate ,,~ ~rO'eo I -b (1/2)T2 -1. 
In practice, to obtain easily the maximum field amplitude 
Em "" (2~reolhw0 A No) 1/2, 
one has to look for the optimal situation 
1'"°1~°~/2 , - . ,  coT21. (34) 27rO'°ptim "~ 4 
In this case, the nutation is almost suppressed, and the field oscillogram takes the form shown in 
Figure 4. 
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3. QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS OF ACTIVE  MEDIA  
Normal waves and natural modes are the basis of classical electrodynamics, a  well as its quan- 
tum generalization, i.e., macroscopic QED. The last one intends to describe quantum-statistical 
properties of macro-fields incontinuous media. Macroscopic QED, unlike microscopic QED, starts 
with classical (nonoperator) equations for local values of macroscopic fields and polarization in 
a medium [5,6,9], not with equations for quantum interactions between individual particles and 
photons in vacuum. After the former equations are reformulated toHamiltonian form and subse- 
quently canonically quantized, it is immediately possible to study quantum statistics of collective 
matter-field excitations, which turn into quantum oscillators of natural modes and photons in 
the medium. 
Macroscopic QED originated with Ginzburg [6] in 1940, in connection with the theory of the 
Cherenkov radiation and was elaborated by many authors later on. To treat macroscopic QED 
in transparent linear media, we use, as a rule, the Hamiltonian method of the field expansion £ = 
- ak,jgk,j)Wkd/C, where gk,j i ~-'~k,j (ak,jgk,j + * = ~/27rhC2/Wk,jl)ek,j exp (ikr) are modes (normal 
waves) of a quantization volume l) --* c~, filled with medium. Mode frequences are real Wk,i > 0, 
and a permittivity is an even function of frequency, ¢~(w,k) = e~a(-w,k), because of the 
absence of relaxation and reversibility of medium polarization equations. The creation ak, j+ and 
annihilation ak,j operators of photons in the medium obey canonical commutation relations 
[ok,j,ak, j,] = tok,,,ak',,'l = 0 (35) 
The free-field Hamiltonian 
( 1) Pk,j+Wk,jqk,j 7-~! E~FMk, j  q- Ek , j  ( 2 2 2 ) 
= ak'jak'j + =- 2 
k,j 
is the sum of energies of normal field-oscillators which are characterized by coordinates qk,j = 
~ ( a +  d + akd) and momenta Pk,j = i~(a+, j -  akd). Eigenfunctions gk,i are 
normalized with respect o one-quantum energy 
1 w 2 d(we~a) (gk,j)~ (gk,j)a A-][ 'gk,j]l d 3r ---~ ~k, j .  
4~ ~~ "y,O'---- 1 Ct,, ____.~,k, j 
(36) 
The Bose-Einstein quantization (35), instead of the Fermi-Dirac one, is accounted for by the 
initial fact of a coherent macro-field existence. It means that a lot of elementary excitations are 
condensed in the same quantum state, so that Fermi statistics are ruled out according to the 
Pauli exclusion principle [13]. 
The Maxwell equations in nonlinear media with external currents can be reformulated to the 
Hamiltonian equations and quantized, too. For a systematic treatment of macroscopic QED of 
transparent media, see [6,14-17] and references therein. 
According to classical electrodynamics (see Section 2), superradiance and analogous processes 
are associated with a dissipative instability of interacting modes which have opposite signs of 
energies. Therefore, before discussing macroscopic QED of active media, one has to deal with the 
quantum theory of a dissipative instability [1]. At first, let us treat its limiting variant, i.e., the 
dynamical dissipative instability of two coupled oscillators characterized byopposite-sign quanta 
_~0)  < 0 and ~z (°) > 0. It is described by the sign-indefinite Hamiltonian quadratic in the 
creation-annihilation operators a+ and aj of partial oscillators (j = 1,2) obeying a canonical 
commutation relation like (35) 
,_(o) + h daj [aj, H] 
H=-~'J~°)a+al+n~2 a2a2+'2 (~?ala2+~l*a+a+)' d-T = i-----~ (37) 
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If higher-order terms are taken into account, the Hamiltonian would be nonnegative-definite and 
in the analysis of the latter, the nonlinear stage of instability would be possible. Nevertheless, 
for many problems, for example, superradiance macro-fluctuations are formed on a linear stage 
already, and then a quadratic Hamiltonian is sufficient. The model (37) describes, for example, 
the instability in the inverted two-level medium (see equation (4)) due to interaction (7/= ~c >> 
T~ 1, 21ra) between partial polarization (w~ °) = w0) and field (w~ °) = ck) oscillators in the "single- 
mode" superradiance model. In a resonance approximation, the oscillators with opposite-sign 
+ + different from traditional ones a+la2, a+al used in energies are coupled by operators ala2, a 2 a 1 
quantum optics and laser theory for coupling oscillators with identical-sign energies [18-21]. The 
omitted antiresonant terms are eliminated by averaging and are responsible for weak effects like 
the Bloch-Siegert frequency shift only. 
Complex transformation f creation-annihilation operators 
leads to noncommuted normal oscillators with Hamiltonian 
H = hWla+~l + + ~2a laa  + hw~ °), Wl,2 = ~ - • 
They obey cross commutation relations [15,21] [a+, a+] = 1, [a+, aj,] = 0 (j  = 1, 2; j '  = 1, 2), 
different from the canonical ones (35). The Heisenberg equations of motion for new, increasing, 
"+ -/Wla +, a2 -iw~a2. Hereafter, we suppose the and decaying oscillators are decoupled: aI = = 
growth rate to be w~  -= Im Wl > 0. 
The Hermitian Hamiltonian (37), as well as the equivalent one (39), is unbounded from below. 
Its eigenfunctions have infinite norms, i.e., do not belong to ordinary Hilbert space. The last fact 
invalidates the standard proof that eigenvalues are complex [22] (wl~,2 ¢ 0). It is exactly what is 
necessary for the description of instability. 
The simple solutions of decoupled equations allow one to study the process tatistics completely. 
According to (37), the difference between partial oscillator numbers of quanta nl,a = a~,aal,a is 
conserved: d(nl -n2) /d t  = O. Therefore, the dynamical dissipative instability is the process 
of mutual exchange of quanta between oscillators. To find a dynamical probability distribution 
p(n, t) of a photon number n of either oscillator is enough. This problem has to be solved by the 
method of the characteristic function 
/2 Z { } co 1 O(~,t)e-""d~. (40) O(u,t) = Sp poe ~un(t) = p(n,t)e iun gn, p(n,t) = oo co  
It is connected with p(n, t) by the Fourier transformation, which can be calculated by means of 
a quantum averaging of exp (iun) = 5"~.°~=o(iu)qnq/q] with respect o initial density operator Po. 
The normal ordering of operators n q =_ (a+a) q q = ~-~j=0 D~(a+) jaj is suitable, cf., the statistical 
Bloch-de-Dominicis Theorem and the Wick Theorem [22]. Here D~+ 1 = D~-10(j)+jD~; D~ = 1, 
D o - 60,q, and 01 = ~(q) is a unit step function. 
It is the spontaneous creation of pairs of quanta from the vacuum state (Figure 6a), i.e., the 
growth of spontaneous fluctuations of initially de-excited coupled oscillators (P0 = [0,0)(0,0 I,
p(n,t  = O) = ~ (n)), that represents just a quantum result. In this case, one finds 
q co 
sp {p0.~} = ~ (j!)D~J = P0(0~ 0,~ + ~ P.(0-  ', 
j=o ,,=1 (41) 
co (~,//)q q 
O(u,t)=~==~ q! ~=~(J!)DJq ~j' 
qffi0 j=0  
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. . . . .  I . . . .  Frequency 
.'k,.,... 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. Diagram of spontaneous creation of photons from the vacuum initial state 
in a process of dissipative instability due to interaction between dynamical negative- 
energy oscillator ( _~0) )  and (a) dynamical positive-energy oscillator (Puz (0)) or 
(b) reservoir of positive-energy oscillators (~k) .  
where the mean photon number increases tarting from zero: fi(t) = 1V/2wi'12sh2(w't't). The
probability of n-quantum excitation at the moment t is P,+(t), i.e., p(n,t) = ~-~+~=0 Pro(t)6 
(n-m). Retaining in (41) terms up to second-order (Dq 2 = 0(q-1)(2 q-1-1)) and calculating (40), 
it is easy to find probabilities of one- and two-quantum excitations Pl(t) = fi(1 - 2fi), P2(t) = fi2 
at the beginning of the instability, when w~'t << 1 and fi << 1. Later, when t >> 1/w~', fi >> 1 and 
discreteness of n is irrelevant, the highest order terms j = q and j = q - 1 in (16) (D q-t  = (q - 
1)q/2) are significant. They give the smooth distribution p(n, t) = exp ( -n/ f i ) (1-1/ f i+n/2f i2) / f i ,  
correct up to n << fi2. Its asymptotics for t -+ o0, 
/0 p(n,t) = nl exp , n >_ O, p(n,t) dn = 1, fi(t) = nef f exp (2w~'t) (42) 
corresponds to the Gaussian distribution of oscillator amplitudes. 
Thermal fluctuations, at a temperature T, result in the same asymptotics (42), but fi is greater: 
r} t 2 [coth (hw~ ° ) /2~.T)  + coth (r~v (° ) /2a .T ) ]  
neff = "~ ] 2 (43) 
Let us consider another variant of a dissipative instability produced by an interaction be- 
tween the negative-energy d namical open subsystem, namely the al-oscillator, and the positive- 
energy dissipative subsystem, namely the (thermal) reservoir consisting of an infinite number of 
bk-oscillators [1]. The appropriate Hamiltonian 
h .+ + 
H = -t+wi°)a+al +E ru~kb+bk + 5 E (flkalbk + flkbkal ), 
k k 
(44) 
produces coupled equations for creation and annihilation operators of partial oscillators with 
canonical commutators like (35) 
i i 
at + i i°)a + =  kbk, bk + i kbk = --5 Z;a+" (45) 
k 
The weak coupling limit (1 >> I kl/wl' 0) for large reservoir necessary for continuous 
wk-frequency spectrum, gives the asymptotic irreversible Markov process [19,20]. The correctness 
of a reservoir model and, generally speaking, of a phenomenological approach applied to quantum 
dynamics of a primary classical system is grounded on the fact that the macroscopic results are 
essentially independent of a choice of microscopic parameters [19,20] g(w) and/3k = f~(w). 
We shall restrict ourselves here, however, to the Weisskopf-Wigner approximation which cap- 
tures the essential decay properties of the weak coupling approximation. Indeed, the Laplace 
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transform of (45), solving the obtained algebraic system and substituting w- •1 in return for its 
determinant det = w - w~ °) + ~-,k 1~1/4( w -- Wk) results in 
( 1 ~k ~kbk(O)[1--exp(i(Wl--Wk)t)]}exp(-- iwlt ). (46) 
Here the observed, renormalized by a reservoir, complex frequency of the normal dynamical 
oscillator is introduced: 
= °) + A + iwl', 
Again, from the solution (46), it follows that a dissipative instability develops pontaneously 
even from a de-excited vacuum state 51(t) -- exp (2w~tt) - 1, t _> 0 (Figure 6b). The method of 
the characteristic function (40) gives the evolution of the photon number distribution again. The 
asymptoties (42) remains correct for spontaneous as well as thermal fluctuations, if one takes 
nell = coth (tuz~°)/2aBT) _> 1. Note that the analysis tated above is consistent with a method 
widely used in laser theory [18] to introduce the operator Langevin noise source. In our case, the 
RHS of the first equation (45) plays its part. 
Quantum theory, developed for model examples (37) and (44), can be generalized for any 
type of a dissipative instability, including both an interaction between dynamical oscillators 
of various signs of energies and an irreversible removing of their energies by reservoirs. The 
coupling of a dynamical oscillator with a reservoir, which has the same or opposite sign of 
energy, renormalizes its frequency analogous to (47) and describes a relaxation or an incoherent 
amplification accordingly. For the polarization oscillator in the two-level medium, this is the 
relaxation T2 -z. For the field mode, this is the ohmic positive dissipation a or the negative 
dissipation era, realized in lasers. 
Let us extend macroscopic QED ideas to the collective processes in active media [1]. It is not 
a trivial problem because macroscopic QED is commonly accepted for transparent media only, 
where Imwkj = 0 (Section 3). As for absorbing media, where Imwk# < 0, one has to quantize 
a damped oscillator which has a positive-definite energy [19-21]. The situation in active media, 
where ImWkj > 0, differs qualitatively from it. As was pointed out in [10,23], the quantum fluctu- 
ation growth in active media during superradiance process, for example, must be considered as the 
instability arising due to an interaction between quantum oscillators (modes or waves) possessed 
of opposite-sign energies. Such an instability can, broadly speaking, be called by the term "dis- 
sipative". Indeed, with regard to a distinguishable dynamical subsystem of unstable oscillators, 
the other oscillators, in any event, play a part of a dissipative subsystem taking away the energy 
from the first one (Section 2). It involves in the quantum theory, the Hermitian-Hamiltonian 
operator which is not sign-definite in the linear approximation (Figure 6). This approach gives a 
general scheme of the quantization and the description of the fluctuation evolution from micro- up 
to macro-level. A frequency-spatial dispersion, a nonlinearity, an inhomogeneity, an anisotropy, 
and external currents in the medium can be taken into account, too. 
In a principal outline, the quantization procedure of macroscopic QED in active linear media 
are as follows. First of all, properties and frequencies wj(k) of normal waves must be elucidated. 
Then all relaxation and dissipation constants will be taken zeroes, and Hamiltonian equations 
for dynamical field oscillators in the medium will be obtained. By this step, there will be pairs 
-(0) ^  = f/(0)' :t= if/(a °)'' and individual station- of oscillators with complex-conjugated frequencies qal.z
ary oscillators with real frequencies f/(0). Every pair will be converted into a coupled system of 
partial oscillators with opposite-sign energies -r~a1~ (0) and T'"~a2-L~' ,(0), analogous to (37). The ampli- 
tudes of obtained oscillators will be normalized with respect to one-quantum energy; cf., (36). 
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Further, every dynamical partial oscillator {f~(0), _w(ao), ÷w(ao)} will be coupled with the pair of 
partial oscillator eservoirs, possessing opposite-sign energies, so that frequencies f2~ ) and f~(0) 
renormalized by reservoirs will coincide with the primary ones wj; cf., (47). 
At last, the theory is quantized by replacing all canonical coordinates and momenta of all partial 
oscillators by Bose operators; cf., Section 3. Dynamical oscillators with f~(a °)'' ~ 0 will satisfy 
cross-commutation relations. The last means that the sign-indefinite Hamiltonian in active media, 
unlike the Hamiltonian of positive-energy oscillators in transparent media is not diagonalizable 
by means of any analog of the Bogolyubov transformation [22,24] which conserves commutation 
relations. This fact is significant in order to pass the limits of the transparent medium macroscopic 
QED and to quantize field in active and absorbing media. After all, macroscopic QED of unstable 
macro-field oscillators reduces analysis to the quantum theory of a dissipative instability. 
In inhomogeneous and bounded media, one has to take into account a change in the spatial 
structure of eigenmodes gj(r), as well as a coexistence of discrete-spectrum natural modes and 
continuous-spectrum waves (Section 2). Further generalization fmacroscopic QED for describing 
nonlinear and nonstationary media is associated with momentary linearizing of field equations 
in the medium, and with introducing the current normal and partial oscillators (cf., momentary 
Bogolyubov transformation i quantum-field theory [24]). 
It is important to convert classical field equations in the medium into the form of the Heisenberg 
equations for field and polarization operators with local commutation relations. The last ones 
are determined, in any case, by the local properties of normal waves, by the analogy with the 
quantization procedure outlined above. It is clear in geometrical optics [9]. Unlike the momentum 
k-representation, the spatial r-representation gives the Heisenberg equations the convenient form 
of partial differential equations [17], according to the quantum-classical orrespondence principle. 
One can use well-developed methods of classical wave theory to solve the Heisenberg equations 
for slowly varying macro-field amplitudes in quantum theory. This attractive opportunity will 
promote the application of macroscopic QED to the analysis of quantum-statistical phenomena 
in amplifiers, lasers, etc. Close approaches are employed in the problems of the coupled exciton- 
photon propagation in the kinetic equation approximation [25], of the stimulated parametric 
scattering on the basis of the operator paraxial equation [15], and of superradiance [1,12,23, 
26-31]. 
4. STATISTICS OF MACROSCOPIC 
QUANTUM FLUCTUATIONS 
Let us consider superradiance of discrete modes (Section 2) to illustrate macroscopic QED of 
active media [1,23,32]. Quantum fluctuations of superradiance pulse parameters are macroscopic 
and not predictable from shot to shot. Statistics are concerned with an ensemble of shots, or 
pulses, all originated from identically prepared systems. Note that in every individual shot, the 
system evolves from a quantum noise to a deterministic classical trajectory during the linear 
stage already [12,26,27]. This is because of the very existence of the macroscopic system. For 
the sake of simplicity, we shall take into account only those modes which have growth rates 
w,n~ (m = 1,... ,M) close to their maximum 1/2T. According to Section 3, the numbers of 
quanta nm of different modes are independent random quantities with the same asymptotic 
M distribution (42). Therefore, the distribution of the total number of quanta q = ~-~m=l nm is 
p = [(M - 1)!~1] -1 exp . 
The probability of the superradiance pulse to be emitted during the interval (0, td) is equal to 
the probability of total number of quanta q to exceed the half number of inverted molecules 
NV/2  at the moment d. To determine the delay time td like that, the linear approximation of
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superradiance is used in a manner similar to [12,26-28]. The condition stated reads 
Differentiating it with respect o td gives the searching distribution of delay time [23] 
) f = (AIy_--I) ! exp -M- -  - Ue -td/~ , U - 2nel!  >> 1. (48) 
According to (48), the dependence of superradiance statistics on sample form exists and is 
essentially the dependence of number M of unstable modes on sample form (Figure 7a). Num- 
ber M is determined by solving a corresponding classical electrodynamics problem. For example, 
for a sphere of radius a >> A, one has [10] M ,., (woa/c) 2 ~> 1; for a cylinder of Fresnel number 
F = S IAL  estimates [12] give M ~ (F 2 + 1 + 1/F) /3 .  Increasing M leads to reducing the 
mean delay time as td = t in (U /M) ,  and in agreement with experiments [33,34], to decrease of 
fluctuations as (Figure 7b) 
= -2   49, 
The observed statistics of superradiance polarization ellipse fluctuations [12,29,30] is also ex- 
plained by macroscopic QED of active anisotropic media. Experimentally, one is dealing with a 
distribution of a random angle ~ E (0, ~/2) determined according to equation tan2~ = I~/ Ix  - 
nu/nx.  Intensities Ix,y, or numbers of quanta nx,~, are measured by two detectors with fixed or- 
thogonal linear polarization directions x and y (Figure 8). Let us consider superradiance of two 
unstable modes with close growth rates w~  ~ w~  and arbitrary polarization ellipses, characterized 
by polarization coefficients K1 and K2. A polarization coefficient of a mode field is determined 
by the ratio K = Ey/Ex  = - i  cot (X + iO) of complex field amplitude components Ex, Eu [35]. It 
gives both the ellipticity tanh (/~) and the polar angle X between long axis of the ellipse and y axis. 
Numbers of quanta of both modes are distributed independently, according to (42). Therefore, 
it is easy to refind delay time statistics (48),(49) with M = 2 and to calculate distributions of 
the ratio n2/n l  and the angle ~: 
(T + n2/nl) 2' 
f~=cos  2~r lK2-K l l  2 K -K1  T+ K-K1  ] d , 
I Kl--cot 
where T = fi2/fit c< exp [2(w~ -W~l~)t], s = [(1 + IK121)/(1 + Ig~l)] 1/2, and K = [g[ exp (i¢). If 
modes are linearly and orthogonally polarized, i.e., K1 = K~ -1 = 0, the result (50) is reduced 
to fo = T sin (2j3)/(T cos 2/3 + sin 2/3)2 (Figure 9). The obtained istributions f~ are consistent 
with observations [29,30], including appreciable and not fully reproducible changes in histograms 
due to weak variations of experimental conditions. The last conclusion is connected with expo- 
nentially strong amplification of weak anisotropy and gyrotropy manifestations in superradiance 
(Figure 9b). 
Papers [28-30,36,37] refer to experiments on superradiance of continuous-spectrum waves in 
rarefied gases, where L < c/flc and the reflection at boundaries i  very weak. The last is not 
the case for superradiance of discrete-spectrum modes in resonators and crystals [38-40]. Nev- 
ertheless, in the both superradiance r gimes the behaviour of the superradiance statistics, as 
the anisotropy (Figure 9) and the scale of a cylindrical sample (Figure 7b) change is similar. 
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(b) Relative dispersion squared, cr 2 of delay time td 
versus the Fresnel number F = S/AL for cylindri- 
cal samples (.~AL 2 = l0 s, L = const): solid line: 
envelope of (49), dashed rectangles: experiment [33], 
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Figure 7. Dependence of the delay time statistics from the sample form. 
Figure 8. Superradiance of two elliptically polarized modes. 
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Figure 9. Probability distribution of the angle/~, characterizing the orientation and 
eccentricity of the superradiance polarization ellipse of two modes with linear or- 
thogonal polarizations, for (a) polarization degeneration (w~' = w~', T = 1) and 
(b) weak anisotropy determined by the linear /~ = lr/2-polarized pump radiation 
(w~ I ~ w~ I, T = 10) 1. Linear macroscopic QED theory (50). 2. Example of experi- 
mental histogram [29,30]. 3 and 4. Linear and nonlinear theory following [29,30]. 
Microscopic QED was developed for the case of unidirectional superradiance of linear polarized 
continuous-spectrum waves in the absence of dissipation and relaxation [26,27]. It can be shown 
that active medium macroscopic QED treatment outlined in the present paper immediately leads 
to the same results by means of direct quantization ofMaxwell-Bloch equations (8). If two differ- 
ently polarized waves (K1 ¢ K2, see Figure 8) are taken into account, then macro-fluctuations f 
total superradiance polarization ellipse submit o the statistics (50), where T = 12/11 (Figure 9). 
The reason for the last result is that the unidirectional superradiance intensity of continuous- 
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spectrum waves [31,41] and the superradiance number of quanta of discrete-spectrum modes obey 
the same asymptotical statistics (42). 
The superradiance of continuous-spectrum waves in a three-dimensional s mple with a large 
Fresnel number F =- SIAL >> 1 are formed by statistically uncorrelated filaments (cf., van Cittert- 
Zernike Theorem) [28]. Every filament emission is confined within a solid angle ,~ A2/S, so that 
the number of such "diffraction modes" is M ~ F 2. Obviously, one can repeat he treatment of 
superradiance d lay time statistics for another superradiance r gime by means of the substitution 
discrete mode dynamics and statistics of superradiance for unidirectional superradiance waves. 
It was carried out in [41], and the results are analogous to that depicted in Figure 7. 
For the accurate description of the experimental statistics of macroscopic fluctuations, it is 
essential to generalize the results of the present Section 4 to the case of different growth rates of 
unstable modes 
1 
w~ ~ 2-vv' m = 1, . . . ,  M. (51) 
This can be done by the similar method of characteristic function (40). In the asymptotics (42) 
at t ~ eo, one has the following characteristic function and probability distribution of the total 
M n number of quanta q = ~m=l  ,n: 
" 1 .(q,t)= 1/'= 1 e - ' " 'd , , .  (52) 
8(u, t) = f l  1 - ifimu' ~ ,-oo m----1 1 -- ifimU 
m=l  
If all ~rn are different, we find 
M 1 
zM tim1 e_ql~,,, H 1-- njlnm' p(q,t) 
rn=l j~m 
q > o. (53) 
As  a result, instead of the simple formula (48), we  have the more  complicated, but still explicit 
formula for the density of the probability distribution of the delay time in the case of mul t imode 
superradiance 
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Figure 10. Probability distribution (54) for a model dependence of the growth rate 
~om = (21")-1/[1 + a(m - 1)2/M2], a = 0.2, (solid curve) in comparison with the 
simplified probability distribution (48), a -- 0, (broken curve). The total number of 
modes is M ---- 10 and the parameter U is equal to 10 l° (a) or 102o (b). 
(a) (b) 
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where U - NV/2neH.  The result (54) describes, at least, two effects which were absent in 
equation (48). First, the decrease of the growth rate w,n with the detuning from the center of 
the amplification line prolongs the mean delay time and broadens the probability distribution. 
Second, the increase of the number of inverted atoms in the active sample 2~, i.e., U, does not 
merely shift the probability distribution to larger delay time, but changes its shape, making more 
pronounced the first effect as it is shown in Figure 10. Physically, both effects are due to the fact 
that the most unstable modes near the center of the line contribute more to the superradiance 
pulse than the modes on the wings of the amplification line. So, the effective number of really 
superradiating modes is less than the total number of unstable modes M. 
5. CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE  EXPERIMENTS 
The above detailed analysis and comparison of the convective instability in the pure two-level 
medium and the absolute instability in the electron plasma activated by two-level molecules in- 
dicates definitely that both processes have properties common for cooperative coherent processes 
such as superradiance. Classical dynamics, as well as macroscopic quantum fluctuations for both 
processes, are very similar. 
Our conclusion is that the phenomenon of absolute superradiance exists in nature along with 
the known phenomenon of convective superradiance. 
To demonstrate actual examples of superradiance based on the absolute instability of long- 
wavelength polarization waves, let us carry out quantitative estimates at infrared frequencies for 
activated oped semiconductors and partially ionized gases [42]. 
In semiconductors, two-level oscillators may be represented by active centers, and ohmic losses 
are caused by free electron scattering in a dirty electron-hole plasma: 
w0 "~ 3 x 10148 -1 (/~0 ~ 5~um), mhole ~>~> m ~ 10-28g, e0 ~" 10, 
WL "~ 3W0, Ne "~ 3 x 1019cm -3, A No ~ 5 x 1018cm -3, 
(55) 
d ,,~ 3Debye, I ol ~ 2 X 1013S -1, G ~ O'opti m ~ 3 x 1012S -1, 
T2 "" lps,  81ra < -w2cT2, E,n ,,~ 1MVcm -1. 
In partially ionized gases of two-atom molecules with density No, one can use rotational dipole 
transitions at far infrared frequencies and a free electron plasma at the low-temperature limit, 
e.g.,  T ~ 2 x 103K, if the degree of ionization is less than 10-2: 
~0 '~ 2 × 1013S -1 ()~0 "" 100#m), mi~ ~>~> m r,J 10-27g, ¢0 ~ 1, 
WL "~ W0, Ne "~ 1.5 x 1017cm -3, A No ~ 1019cm-3, 
d ,,~ 3Debye, Iwcl ~ 7 X 1012S -1, 
a ~ Ne (T[K]) -3/2 ~" 5aoptim ~ 1.5 x 1012s -1  , T2 "~ lOps, 
2 AN ~> (10_18Nc)112 81ra ¢: -wcT  2 =~ ~ _ , Em "~ 0.1MVcm -1. 
(56) 
Here we put aside the problem of powerful ultrashort pumping, say _> 0.1J/cm 3 during a period 
< lps,  bearing in mind, e.g., the three-level scheme that is well known in laser physics. In order 
to ensure the generation of ultrashort pulses with a growth rate (16) w" > T~ -1, the pumping has 
to supply the initial density of inversion A No, during a period 
(') A t ( (  fdelay '~ ~ In (57) 
~, 1/2 
In the optimum case, i t  is of the order of A t ~/Iw~l% • 
t 34: I#B-[ 
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For the stationary generation regime in both examples (55) and (56), one finds the low-level 
of the steady inversion (25) A Nst "" 1018 cm -3. The level of the steady field (26) will also be 
small, Est << Era, since T1 _> T2 always. For instance, if one chooses the stationary pumping to 
be even unrealistically powerful A Np ~ A No, and supposes the time of incoherent relaxation of 
inversion T1 to be _> 100ps, in the stationary regime one obtains rather weak field Est _< lOkV/cm, 
which is incomparable with very strong fields in the nonstationary egime Era >_ 0 .1MV/cm.  
Therefore, the transient process of absolute instability is favourable for the generation of strong 
fields. 
We point the way to a fundamental superior limit on a nonradiating optical field (30) Era, 
through the plasma-dipole instability process without resonator and external resonant field. It is 
collective spontaneous generation ofstrong quasi-homogeneous fields worth studying in coherent 
picosecond electro-optics ofnonequilibrium activated semiconductors and partially ionized gases, 
e.g., in impulsive discharge. 
We show the possibility of ultrafast transmission ofenergy from active high-frequence dipoles 
into free electron oscillations. Such a plasma-dipole r sonance, with faint emission outside , may 
be used in plasma chemistry and lasing, and in coherent spectroscopy ofmolecular plasma lso. 
In particular, one can exploit the phenomenon to investigate plasma nonlinearities, including 
disruption, and temporal and spatial dispersion of plasma waves in electron-dipole mixture. 
To evaluate the time-space coherency and orientation of electric field, created spontaneously, 
one has to deal with initial inhomogeneous fluctuations ofhigh-frequency field and polarization to 
fix boundary conditions and to take into account finite velocities of plasma waves and polarization 
waves, owing to the dispersion of velocities of free electrons and active dipoles. This will be done 
elsewhere. Here we show only that the phenomenon exists, and present real estimates to draw 
attention to the absolute instability of long-wavelength optical fields. 
Normal waves or natural modes, i.e., the collective xcitations of an active medium or sample, 
incorporate all quantum properties of the system. Their quantum fluctuations are amplified up 
to macroscopic level during a process of dissipative instability of interacting waves and/or modes 
which have opposite signs of energies. This is the origin of macroscopic quantum fluctuations in
collective transient processes, like superradiance, which are not predictable from shot to shot. In 
order to treat quantum properties of macro-systems naturally and simply, one can use the direct 
quantization of normal waves and natural modes, i.e., quantize classical equations of electrody- 
namics by macroscopic QED method. In such a way, the quantum problem is studied just at 
those approximations and conditions that are adequate to the classical ones. For instance, one 
can analyze quantum statistics of unidirectional superradiance with the help of the same, but 
quantized sine-Gordon equation (9). In the whole, macroscopic QED is suitable for the correct 
treatment of various aspects of superradiance phenomenon, for example, geometry, inhomogene- 
ity, and anisotropy of an active medium, reflections, generation of discrete-spectrum modes, and 
continuous-spectrum waves, their nonlinear interaction, etc. 
Macroscopic QED conceptions are useful in the comparison of diverse collective coherent pro- 
cesses and for linking them into the general science of wave processes in active media [1,32,42-45]. 
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